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The way ecologists study the world creates boundaries between individual,
population, and community scales. All scales interact, however, and changes in function
or stability at one scale resonates at all other scales. Starting from the individual scale,
this thesis crosses these artificial boundaries and determines the effect of individual
behaviour, size, and life-stage on population density, energy flow in food webs, and food
web stability. Chapter 1 uses a novel approach to test the behavioural mechanism behind
how changes in resource and habitat use respond to changes in resource availability and
accessibility for lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) across Ontario. These results
ultimately reveal how these aquatic ecosystems respond to environmental variation and
alter the flow of carbon through the ecosystem. Chapter 2 explores how changes in
resource use as an individual grows influence the relationship between body size and
population density. The commonly seen relationship between mean body-size and density
at the global scale often breaks down as the scale of observation decreases, and we
suggest that this is due to the increased importance of variation in body size. Using data
on lake trout body-size and density across communities, we ask if variation in body-size
influences population density. Lastly, Chapter 3 explores how ontogenetic changes in

resource use may distribute energy in a way that stabilizes communities with life-history
intra-guild predation. There are three main conclusions in this thesis. First, by using a
behavioural approach to measure habitat use, we find support for a behavioural
mechanism for how lake trout respond to changes in resource availability and
accessibility (Chapter 1). Second, variability in body size mediated by the available
resource spectrum may cause the break-down of the broad scale body size – density
relationship at the population level (Chapter 2). Finally, maturation and reproduction can
redistribute energy away from strong interactions to weak interactions in populations
with ontogenetic diet shifts, in turn stabilizing the community (Chapter 3).
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PROLOGUE
The world is complex. As ecologists we partition scales, from individual to
ecosystem, and habitats, from terrestrial to aquatic and marine to freshwater, to manage
this complexity. Through this delineation of the world, ecological fields emerge that
tackle problems with different lenses. Theories developed in plant ecology are never
seen by aquatic ecologists and terms are created that mean one thing to population
ecologists and another to ecosystem ecologists. These perceptual boundaries can isolate
fields and influences the way research is approached. The seminal lecture and article by
Simon Levin The problem of pattern and scale in ecology (1995) opened our eyes to the
implications of drawing these boundaries and emphasized the importance of
understanding the linkages between scales.
A review by Agrawal et al. (2007) based on a workshop that sought to determine
the gaps in population and community ecology, proposed four main areas for growth in
those two fields. One of the identified research priorities was to ascertain the importance
of this exact issue, highlighting the difficulties of identifying important linkages across
scales even 15 years after Levin’s lecture. Within this core area Agrawal et al. (2007)
suggested that the lack of understanding of interactions mediated by behaviour and how
they shape population and community dynamics is limiting advances in ecology. A
relevant illustration of this comes from the area of resource acquisition; predator-prey
interactions and in turn community dynamics and stability are mediated by behaviour of
both the predator and the prey. Predators often need to change their foraging behaviour
depending on the type of resource that they are targeting. For example, when predatory
fish are foraging for deep water (pelagic) schooling fish they need to act differently than
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when they are sitting and waiting between seaweed in the shallow (littoral) zone ready to
ambush their prey (Eklöv and Diehl 1994). Predatory fish also tend to change their
foraging behaviour depending on the environmental conditions in the lake. For example,
lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush), a predatory freshwater fish, are thermally constrained
to the pelagic zone of a lake for a large portion of the year. They use the littoral zone to
some extent, depending on the temperature (Tunney et al. 2014) shape (Dolson et al.
2009) and size (McCann et al. 2005) of the lake, as well as what competitors are present
in the littoral zone (Morbey et al. 2007).
While a behavioural mechanism is proposed for how lake trout are able to change
the relative use of the littoral zone, current research is limited to dietary isotope data.
The first chapter of my thesis examines how habitat choice in lake trout populations is
affected by lake features across 28 lakes in Ontario (Figure 1, triangles) and compares
these results to their dietary response. This chapter sought to determine if taking a
behavioural approach to measuring habitat use by lake trout can provide insight towards
the behaviour mechanism behind changes in littoral habitat use. Population level habitat
use was calculated using stratified catch data. The habitat coupling by the lake trout
population (proportion caught in the littoral zone) according to this catch data was
compared to average individual diet data from stable isotopes (proportion of their diet
derived from littoral prey sources) in the same lakes.
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Figure 1: A map of Ontario, Canada displaying the locations of lakes surveyed during
the Broad Scale Monitoring Program (Sandstrom et al. 2013) containing lake trout
(Salvelinus namaycush) used in analyses for Chapter 1 (triangles) and Chapter 2 (circles).

While flexibility in an individual’s behaviour may allow a predator to choose
between available resources, this choice is strongly limited by body size in aquatic
systems. Body size tends to be the best predictor of prey size in predatory fish
populations (Mittelbach and Persson 1998) and there is often a spectrum of body sizes
within aquatic communities, both across and within species. Ignoring this variation in
body size, there is a hypothesized relationship in community ecology between the
average species body size and their density. As average body size increases density
decreases, often resulting in a negative power law relationship across species. Early
ecologists proposed an energetic mechanism for this relationship because when
3

examining species where they are most abundant, the exponent of this relationship is
typically the same magnitude as the exponent for the relationship between body size and
metabolism (Damuth 1981). However, this energetic mechanism assumes that resources
are shared equally by the population (Lawton 1989), and that the species are
energetically limited (Lawton 1991) which is often not the case. Furthermore, as the scale
is reduced from global patterns to individual communities, the relationship often doesn’t
hold, or has significantly different slopes than expected (White et al. 2007). This
corresponds with another key issue in ecology, that patterns often vary depending on the
scale of observation (e.g. Chase and Leibold 2002). It is important to determine why
these patterns change at different scales in order to understand the underlying
mechanisms.
Chapter 2 identifies potential mechanisms behind the relationship between
individual body size and density at the scale of the population when resources are not
shared equally, but change with body size. Using density and body size data on lake trout
from over 80 lakes across Ontario (Figure 1, circles), four competing hypotheses were
compared, starting from a proposed community-level mechanism for the relationship
between the density of an assemblage and their average size, often used by plant
ecologists. The hypotheses consider the implications of varying resource availability on
variability in body size and the resulting relationship with density.
Another potentially important across scale linkage is the influence that attributes
at individual and population scales have on the stability at the community level.
Population level attributes such as habitat coupling (Rooney et al. 2006) and omnivory
(Fagan 1997) are known to stabilize communities through their effect on interaction
4

strength. These structures can also result from within-species ontogenetic changes in
resource and habitat use (Knight et al. 2005, Nakazawa 2011), suggesting ontogeny may
also influence whole community stability. Moreover, the role of individual level
attributes in terms of stability could be similar to the role of species level structures.
Predators change their resource use as they grow and sometimes this means that the
larger adults in a population feed on the competitors of their smaller juveniles (Walters
and Kitchell 2001). This situation is known as life-history intra-guild predation (LHIGP)
(Pimm and Rice 1987, Mylius et al. 2001, Abrams 2011). Chapter 3 investigates a simple
model that allowed us to move from an unstructured food chain module to a stagestructured LHIGP module. We test the ability of the stage-structured predator module to
mute instabilities associated with the food chain (McCann and Yodzis 1995).
Each of the three chapters in this thesis approaches the issue of scale from a
different angle. With the first chapter we examine a behavioural mechanism for patterns
in population level resource use. The second chapter examines instead how patterns can
break down as the scale of observation is decreased. Finally the third chapter addresses
the influence of linkages between scales on community stability. By presenting the
chapters in this order, we first introduce the issue of scale of observation influencing the
patterns we observe, then we show how these patterns may not be consistent across the
scale of observation, and finally we show how scales of observation are linked and
explore feedbacks of one scale on another. My thesis stacks the scale-specific lenses,
working to fill the recognized gap in ecological knowledge.
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CHAPTER 1: BEHAVIOURAL EVIDENCE FOR CROSS HABITAT
COUPLING BY LAKE TROUT (SALVELINUS NAMAYCUSH)
POPULATIONS IN BOREAL SHIELD LAKES
ABSTRACT
Pelagic and littoral lake communities are linked by several processes including
foraging behaviour of top predators. Mechanisms proposed to explain habitat use by the
pelagic top predator lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) generally fall into two categories:
accessibility and availability. The majority of the evidence for lake-specific changes in
lake trout habitat use comes from stable isotope diet data. Since top predators adjust the
relative amount of habitat use by changing their behaviour as well as diet, we propose
that large scale behavioural data can provide a complementary method to measure habitat
use that and test the behavioural mechanism behind lakes specific changes in habitat use.
Using a dataset of 28 lakes from Ontario coupling by lake trout was compared between
metrics of diet and behaviour. While the two metrics were not directly correlated, the
relative importance of factors that affect resource accessibility and availability between
the two metrics were generally consistent. One key exception was that smallmouth bass
was more important for determining habitat use than diet. The results support the
hypothesis that thermal accessibility drives habitat use, and suggest that behavioural data
can complement diet data in describing habitat use.
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INTRODUCTION
Historically, aquatic ecologists tended to separate the pelagic and littoral habitats
and treat their corresponding communities as discrete, parallel, food chains (France 1995,
Bertolo et al. 2005). There is mounting evidence however that these habitats cannot be
considered in isolation. Biotic and abiotic processes functionally link the ecological
dynamics of the littoral and pelagic communities (Schindler et al. 1996, Benoy and Kalff
1999).
One of the biotic processes that link the pelagic and littoral habitats is foraging
behaviours by top predators (Schindler and Scheuerell 2002). Top predators move
between littoral and pelagic habitats to consume prey. In fact, several fishes commonly
associated with the pelagic zone are strongly dependent on littoral food sources including
fishes such as lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) and lake trout (Salvelinus
namaycush) (Schindler and Scheuerell 2002, Vander Zanden and Vadeboncoeur 2002).
Lake trout is an important top predator in many Boreal Shield lakes. Although
highly thermally constrained to the pelagic zone for several months of the year in their
southern range (Morbey et al. 2006, Tunney et al. 2014), lake trout still can derive a
substantial proportion of their diet from littoral prey. Recent studies have sought to
determine what drives or limits this coupling of habitats by lake trout. The amount of
coupling by lake trout tends to decrease as ecosystem size increases (Vander Zanden and
Vadeboncoeur 2002, McCann et al. 2005). The larger the lake, the further away the
littoral prey are (Figure 1a), given that littoral prey have a tendency to congregate near
the shoreline (Tunney et al. 2014), thus reducing the ability of lake trout to couple
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habitats. This relationship with lake size potentially indicates that lake trout coupling may
be driven by littoral prey accessibility (Tunney et al. 2012).

Figure 1: Lake features that may limit lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush, filled circle)
foraging range (represented by dashed circle) including: a) lake size, b) lake shape, c)
temperature (darker shading represents higher temperatures), and d) presence of littoral
competitors (open circle).

Consistent with this accessibility mechanism, lake shape has also been shown to
drive lake trout coupling patterns. There is evidence that coupling may decrease with
more convoluted lakes (Dolson et al. 2009) which, all else equal, have a greater
proportion of the warm water prey habitats that are a larger distance away from
preferential cold pelagic lake trout habitats (Figure 1b). Taken together, these consistent
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patterns suggest that the extent of the warm near-shore zone in these lakes can alter the
accessibility of littoral prey to lake trout (the Thermal Accessibility Hypothesis). With
littoral prey fish clumped near the lake edge, the larger this zone is the harder it is for the
cold-water adapted lake trout to access near-shore prey. Thermal warming thus ought to
limit available foraging time in littoral habitats (Figure 1c). As average summer
temperatures increase, the ability of lake trout to forage in the littoral zone decreases and
so does the realized coupling into the littoral zone (Tunney et al. 2014).
While thermal attributes may limit littoral accessibility, other mechanisms may be
important as well. For example, Vander Zanden et al. (1999) and Morbey et al. (2007)
found that when the aggressive littoral predator smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu)
is present, lake trout coupled less into the littoral zone. This indicates that there may also
be a food web aspect, through interference competition, limiting lake trout accessibility to
littoral habitat (Figure 1d). It is more likely, however, that smallmouth bass is limiting
coupling, through exploitative competition, reducing prey availability as smallmouth bass
reduce prey availability by changing the littoral prey community abundance and diversity
(Vander Zanden et al. 1999, MacRae and Jackson 2001, Morbey et al. 2007, Trumpickas
et al. 2011). Correspondingly, the reliance of lake trout on littoral prey can also depend
on the relative availability of prey in the pelagic zone, with increased coupling when
pelagic prey are not available.
These empirical insights about habitat coupling by lake trout arise from dietary data
using stable isotopes. Stable isotopes are an effective method for investigating littoral
and pelagic coupling because the carbon isotope varies along the littoral-pelagic axis
(France 1995, Hecky and Hesslein 1995). The proportional contribution of carbon
11

sources from the different habitats is a relative measure of coupling by the predator.
Furthermore, stable isotopes integrate consumption of prey over time, providing a more
general picture of foraging than other measures of diet, such as a point in time stomach
content analysis.
Readily available behavioural data may complement diet data and be a more direct
approach to determine the mechanistic drivers of coupling. The mechanistic hypothesis
for how lake trout change how much they couple into the littoral zone is through changes
in their foraging behaviour (Schindler and Scheuerell 2002). Lake trout are mobile, visual
predators that respond to changes in their environment. Responding to biotic and abiotic
cues, or possibly detecting the cues themselves, would require lake trout to move due to
the spatial isolation of littoral and pelagic habitats. A metric is needed to provide
information on physical changes in habitat use by both lake trout and their prey.
This movement by lake trout increases their probability of being captured by gillnets. Gill-nets are a passive, stationary, gear that captures fish as they swim. As a result,
capture rate provides a good representation of active movement to and within the
different zones in a lake and of how a population is using the different habitats within a
lake. Gill-net catch data may be an effective tool to measure short term responses to
biotic and abiotic drivers of coupling, providing a proximate representation of
behavioural habitat use by lake trout.
While the mechanisms proposed as drivers of lake trout habitat coupling are mainly
behavioural, we are not aware of any study that uses a behavioural approach as we
propose here. In what follows, we set out to test for consistencies between the dietary and
12

behavioural approach to determine if catch data can be get at the underlying behavioural
mechanisms behind patterns in food web responses to environmental conditions and to
determine what drivers have the potential to be the most important for lake trout
coupling.
METHODS
Behavioural Data
Data used in this study were collected from 2008-2011 through lake biodiversity
surveys performed by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) on lakes
across Ontario (Figure 2) in the Broad Scale Monitoring (BSM). All lakes were gillnetted following the North American (NA) standard procedures (Bonar et al. 2009). The
surveys were performed once per lake and entailed stratified-random sampling of lakes
using overnight sets of a graded mesh gillnet (Sandstrom et al. 2013). A lake-wide index
of lake trout density was calculated as the area-weighted catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE),
where area refers to benthic area in each depth stratum. Units of CPUE are the expected
overnight catch in a 25 m gillnet. Coupling into the littoral zone was measured as the
sum of the CPUE measured at each depth in the littoral zone divided by total sum of all
the lake-wide CPUE. This represents the proportion of the population using the littoral
habitat in the summer months. For the purpose of this study, the littoral habitat was
defined as the section of the lake that was shallower than 6 meters (Tunney et al. 2014).
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Figure 2: A map of Ontario, Canada including the locations of lakes (triangles) sampled
during the Broad Scale Monitoring Program (Sandstrom et al. 2013) used in analyses. All
lakes contain lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush).

Drivers of Coupling
The data represent 4 potential drivers of coupling: temperature, lake size, lake
shape, and presence of smallmouth bass. For each lake, lake surface area (A, km2), lake
perimeter (P, km), and temperature-at-depth were measured (Sandstrom et al. 2013). For
the purpose of this study, water temperature in the littoral zone of the lake was estimated
from the average temperature measured in the top 6 meters of the lake at the time of
sampling. The lake shape parameter was calculated using the shoreline development
index (D) defined as D = P/sqrt(4πA); the larger the value, the more convoluted the lake
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(Dolson et al. 2009). Presence or absence of smallmouth bass was determined from the
lake wide catch data obtained during the survey.
While prey availability, especially availability of pelagic prey, is an important driver
of coupling, adequate prey data were not available in this study. The small mesh gill nets
used to target smaller fish were only set to 20 meters deep and therefore did not represent
the distribution of the small forage fish in the lake. The pelagic prey fish cisco
(Coregonus artedi) was present in all lakes with stable isotope data, so we were not able
to use presence/absence of cisco as a measure of pelagic prey availability.
Stable Isotope Analysis
During the BSM surveys, tissues from lake trout and the lake trout food web were
collected from a subset of lakes for stable isotope (SI) analysis. The subset of lakes with
stable isotopes represents a wide range of temperatures, lake sizes, and shapes; and lakes
with and without smallmouth bass. Muscle tissues from lakes with nine or more lake
trout collected were analyzed for carbon isotopes (δ13C ) to determine the relative
proportion of the lake trout diet that can be attributed to littoral sources (Tunney et al.
2014). Habitat coupling was calculated using a two-source mixing model;

%littoral carbon=

δ13 C𝑃 −δ13 C𝑃𝐵
δ13 C𝐿𝐵 −δ13 C𝑃𝐵

,

where subscripts P, PB, and LB for δ13C indicate predator, pelagic baseline, and littoral
baseline. The organisms used for pelagic and littoral baselines were Unionid mussels and
snails respectively.
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Statistical Approach
We performed a linear regression between the two metrics, diet and behaviour, to
determine if the proportion of littoral carbon in the diet of lake trout can be explained by
the proportion of the lake trout population in the littoral zone. The behavioural coupling
metric was not transformed for this regression because the residual errors were normally
distributed.
Only lakes where data on stable isotopes, lake trout CPUE data, and all potential
drivers of coupling were available were used. Shapiro-Wilk test of normality was
performed to determine normality. The dietary coupling metric from stable isotope data
was normal as-is (W=0.956, p=0.284); the behavioural coupling metric from proportional
catch data was not normal. The proportion of lake trout caught in the littoral zone was
transformed by adding 0.001 to all data points, removing zeros, under the assumption that
the netting protocol used under-estimates coupling into the less preferred habitat, and an
arcsine square root transformation was performed to normalize the residuals. The natural
logarithm was used to normalize lake surface area.
Tolerance was calculated to determine the level of multicollinearity between the
potential drivers of coupling. Tolerance is estimated by subtracting R2, calculated by
performing a regression of each potential driver of coupling onto the remaining
independent variables included in the analysis, from 1. High levels of tolerance are
preferred, meaning an acceptable level of collinearity between variables; the minimum
tolerance acceptable being 0.20 (Menard 2002). The tolerance values were 0.89 for
temperature, 0.57 for surface area, 0.59 for lake shape and 0.79 for smallmouth bass. All
of these tolerance levels were well above the minimum acceptable values.
16

We used a t-test to determine differences in lake trout coupling between lakes
with and without smallmouth bass. Separate linear regressions were performed for both
dietary and behavioural metrics for each of the potential drivers of coupling (temperature,
ln(lake surface area), and lake shape). A separate multiple linear regression was done for
each dietary and behavioural data for all variables: temperature, ln(lake surface area),
lake shape, and presence/absence of smallmouth bass as well as the interaction terms.
Since hypotheses for all four potential drivers of coupling are directional, one-sided significance tests were performed for all linear regressions. A stepwise procedure in R using
Akaike Information Criteria corrected for small sample sizes (AICc) was performed, and
the best parameter combinations were chosen (Burnham and Anderson 2002, R Core
Team 2014). With only 28 lakes, there is the possibility of a low parameter to data ratio
in the best model; however we chose the simplest biologically motivated models as the
biology suggests that they ought to exist. Finally, a relative importance metric that averages sequential sums of squares over all orderings of potential drivers of coupling was
calculated in R using a regression model with just the four potential drivers and no interaction terms to determine the relative order of importance of the drivers for each metric
of coupling.
RESULTS
Relationship between dietary and behavioural coupling metrics
The proportion of the lake trout population in the littoral zone explained 3.8
percent of the variation in the proportion of littoral carbon in the average lake trout diet.
There was an insignificant positive relationship (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: The relationship between lake trout stable isotope data and the proportion of
the population in the littoral zone. N = 28 lakes. The relationship is not significant
(R2=0.04, p = 0.32).

Relationship between potential drivers of coupling and the dietary coupling metric
The best model for the stable isotope metric included temperature, ln(lake surface
area), lake shape, and the interaction term for ln(lake surface area) and lake shape. This
best model explained fifty-two percent of the variability in lake trout dietary coupling (p
= 0.002) (Table 1). Three drivers of dietary coupling were found to be significant:
temperature (p= 0.002), lake shape (p=0.005) and the interaction term between ln (lake
surface area) and lake shape (p = 0.008) (Table 1). Temperature was the only factor
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found to be significant when considered alone (p = 0.003) (Figure 4). Dietary coupling
was not significantly different between lakes with and without smallmouth bass (t= 0.29,
p= 0.77).

Table 1: Results from the best multivariate regression model, selected using a stepwise
Akaike Information Criteria procedure corrected for small sample sizes, comparing
drivers of the proportion of littoral carbon in lake trout diet based on stable isotope data
in 28 lakes across Ontario, Canada (R2 =0.52, F-stat = 6.24, df = 4,23; p-value = 0.002).
Significance codes: 0.001 ‘**
Coefficients

Estimate

Std. Error

t value

Pr(>|t|)

Temperature

-0.019

0.006

-3.167

0.002 **

ln(Lake Surface Area)

-0.048

0.045

-1.065

0.149

Lake Shape

-0.262

0.092

-2.855

0.005 **

ln(Lake Surface Area) x Lake Shape

0.030

0.011

2.632

0.008 **
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Figure 4: The effect of temperature (°C) (a), lake area (ha) (b), lake shape (c), and
presence (1) or absence (0) of smallmouth bass (d) on the proportion of littoral carbon in
lake trout diets based on stable isotope measurement. N = 28 lakes. A significant
relationship exists for temperature (R2=0.292, p = 0.003).

Relationship between potential drivers of coupling and the behavioural coupling metric
The best model for the behavioural metric, the proportion of the population in the
littoral zone, included temperature, ln(lake surface area), smallmouth bass, the interaction
between temperature and lake surface area, and the interaction term between ln(lake
surface area) and smallmouth bass. This model explained eighty-five percent of the
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variability in lake trout behavioural coupling (R2=0.854) (Table 2). All five drivers were
found to be significant, temperature (p= 0.013), ln(lake surface area) (p= 9.08 x10-4),
smallmouth bass (p=0.004), the interaction between temperature and lake surface area
(p=0.036) and the interaction term for ln(lake surface area) and smallmouth bass (p=
0.009). Temperature was significant (p = 0.004) as well as ln(lake surface area) (p=4.51
x10-5) when considered alone (Figure 5). There was a marginally significant difference in
the proportion of lake trout in littoral zone between lakes with and without smallmouth
bass (t= -2.188, p= 0.053).

Table 2: Results from the best multivariate regression model, selected using a
stepwise Akaike Information Criteria procedure corrected for small sample sizes,
comparing drivers of lake trout use of the littoral zone based on gill net catch data in 28
lakes across Ontario, Canada (R2 =0.85, F-stat = 25.81, df = 5, 22, p = 1.6 x10-8).
Significance codes: 0.001 ‘***’, 0.01 ‘**’, 0.05 ‘*’
Variable

Slope

Std. Error

t-value

Pr(>|t|)

Temperature

-0.118

0.050

-2.381

0.013 *

ln(Lake Surface Area)

-0.374

0.105

-3.545

9.08 x10-4***

Smallmouth Bass

-0.936

0.321

-2.915

0.004**

Temperature x ln(Lake Surface Area)

0.013

0.007

1.885

0.036 *

ln(Lake Surface Area) x Smallmouth Bass

0.112

0.044

2.535

0.009**
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Figure 5: The effect of temperature (°C) (a), ln(lake area) (ha) (b), lake shape (c)
and presence (1) or absence (0) of smallmouth bass (d) on the proportion of the lake trout
population caught in the littoral zone measured using proportional gill net catches. N =
28 lakes. A significant relationship exists for temperature (p=0.004), ln(lake surface area)
(p=4.51 x10-5), and a marginally significant relationship for smallmouth bass (t= -2.188,
p= 0.053).
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Relative importance of the four potential drivers of coupling
The relative importance for each of the potential drivers chosen as the predictor
variables for either coupling metric are presented in Table 3. In general, for both models
temperature was ranked in the top two, surface area and smallmouth bass were more
important for the proportion of lake trout in the littoral zone and lake shape was more
important for the proportion of littoral carbon in lake trout diet.
Table 3. Relative importance metric values calculated for the potential drivers of
coupling for lake trout in 28 lakes across Ontario, Canada. The higher the value, the
greater the importance of the parameter to the linear model. The resulting order of
importance is included beside the value in brackets.
Variable

Diet

Behaviour

Temperature

0.27 (1)

0.17 (2)

ln(Lake Surface Area)

0.04 (4)

0.37 (1)

Lake Shape

0.05 (3)

0.04 (6)

Smallmouth Bass

0.01 (6)

0.12 (3)

Temperature x ln(Lake Surface Area)

0.01 (7)

0.07 (4)

ln(Lake Surface Area) x Smallmouth Bass

0.02 (5)

0.07 (5)

ln(Lake Surface Area) x Lake Shape

0.13 (2)

0.03 (7)

DISCUSSION
The results generally support the thermal accessibility hypothesis, with temperature
being the most important driver of coupling in these lakes for both metrics. This analysis
also revealed an interesting consistency between behavioural and dietary coupling
metrics. The insignificant relationship between the two coupling metrics suggests
however that smallmouth bass could be changing the behaviour of littoral prey in a way
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that decouples diet and behaviour; however we do not have enough data to examine this
possibility. While there wasn’t a significant relationship between the behavioural and
dietary coupling metrics, there is a general consistency between the two metrics for most
potential drivers of coupling besides smallmouth bass. The results suggest that the
magnitude of behavioural habitat coupling can be more sensitive to changes in lake size
and presence of smallmouth bass than dietary habitat coupling, and the magnitude of
dietary habitat coupling can be more sensitive to lake shape. Still, this general
consistency in direction and relative importance of the drivers between the two metrics
increases our confidence in the ability of either metric to measure habitat coupling,
provides a more general picture when combined, and possibly allows us to substitute one
metric for the other if information is missing. Furthermore, the results suggest that
behavioural responses to changing environments drive food web patterns.
The indication that a behavioural approach may be a suitable indicator of habitat
coupling is appealing. Its potential value is exemplified by the growing adoption of
standard methods of assessment which sample entire lakes (e.g. Bonar et al. 2009). The
two main standard methods used are the European Standard (CEN 2005) and the North
American (NA) standard (Bonar et al. 2009). Both the NA and European standards are
widely used, and combined have been applied to over 1200 lakes. Because of this, there
is the potential for this behavioural metric to be widely applied and possibly compared to
stable isotopes in other systems with other fish species.
A few other studies have also found that presence of smallmouth bass is related to
diet shifts by lake trout to a more pelagic diet by examining lakes with and without
smallmouth bass (Vander Zanden et al. 1999) and before and after smallmouth bass
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introduction (Morbey et al. 2007). It has been argued that lake trout populations will be
less impacted by invasive bass if they have a high-quality pelagic prey resource like lake
herring (Vander Zanden et al. 2004). All the lakes in this study had pelagic foraging fish
(Coregonus artedi) suggesting that even in lakes with pelagic foraging fish; lake trout
utilize the littoral habitat. Furthermore, littoral coupling may increase lake trout density
even when pelagic foraging fish are present (Tunney et al. 2012), and so such decreased
coupling may seriously threaten lake trout populations in general. This change in
behaviour -- removing weak littoral interactions and increasing the strength of pelagic
interactions -- may have important consequences for population and food web stability
dynamics (McCann et al. 1998). Interestingly, the ability of smallmouth bass to predict
lake trout coupling depended on lake size (i.e. the best model included a positive
interaction term between smallmouth bass and lake size), meaning that the importance of
smallmouth bass for lake trout coupling would decrease as lake size increases.
Smallmouth bass was an important predictor for the proportion of the lake trout
population caught in the littoral zone, but not for the proportion of littoral derived carbon
in the lake trout diet. Smallmouth bass have been shown to alter habitat use and the size
structure of the littoral forage fish community. MacRae and Jackson (2001) found that
littoral forage fish were more likely to use complex habitats to avoid predation when
smallmouth bass was present and the community shifted to larger bodied forage fish that
could escape predation by smallmouth bass. These larger bodied forage fish may
however still be small enough to be captured by lake trout which are able to eat larger
prey than smallmouth bass. These findings suggest that smallmouth bass can change the
foraging behaviour of lake trout in the littoral zone without a decrease in the availability
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of littoral prey to lake trout, consistent with our results. Furthermore, other lake factors
not tested here, such as complexity of the littoral habitat, may influence lake trout
coupling, depending on the presence of smallmouth bass.
Due to biotic factors such as the presence of smallmouth bass and abiotic factors
such as productivity, prey distribution is not consistent across lakes. We often attribute
changes in coupling patterns over biotic and abiotic gradients to behavioural responses by
lake trout; however, changes in prey consumption across these gradients shown by stable
isotopes could actually be representative of changes in the distribution of lake trout prey.
If this were the case, lake trout behaviour could remain inflexible across the gradient and
yet their diet would change. By combining stable isotope data with behavioural data, this
study shows that lake trout are indeed changing their behaviour over these gradients. To
fully resolve this issue however, behavioural data for lake trout should be combined with
prey behavioural data, to determine the extent that prey movement offshore influences
coupling.
Stable isotopes give a general picture of what the predators are eating, while catch
data can only tell us where they are swimming. This is a drawback for using catch data
to provide information about coupling, as it is possible to pass through a habitat without
actually consuming prey. Even so, indirect effects of predation can alter prey behavior,
and in turn community dynamics (Werner and Peacor 2003). Even if a predator isn’t

consuming prey, the prey will still reduce their activity levels to avoid predation if the
predator is present. Correspondingly, differences between stable isotopes and behaviour
metrics could explain anomalies in prey dynamics associated with a predator that doesn’t
appear to be consuming the prey.
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Another benefit to using a behavioural metric is the ability to examine short-term
responses to drivers of coupling that may have rapid turnover rates. Stable isotopes
integrate over time providing a general picture of foraging behaviours. However, while
lake shape and size are relatively constant, distribution of prey, water temperatures, and
other potential unexamined drivers of coupling can vary over time. This is especially true
in the temperate, highly seasonal, lakes where lake trout reside. Consequently, by
averaging coupling over time, an immediate or short term, response by lake trout to these
coupling drivers could be concealed. The addition of behavioural data, repeated at short
time intervals, could provide information about short-term changes within a lake over
time.
In this changing climate, understanding what drives predator behaviour is
increasingly important. Top predators like lake trout have strong top down effects on
community stability (Rooney et al. 2006). As waters warm, lake trout may see its
thermally optimal foraging zone decrease even further (Tunney et al. 2014). Moreover,
the smallmouth bass range is expected to move north, increasing the portion of lake trout
territory covered (Vander Zanden et al. 2004). If lake trout are not able to use the littoral
zone, lake trout will be concentrated in a smaller area which could increase their
catchability, furthering the potential for population decline. Furthermore, there may be
implications for within population dynamics, as there may be an increase in overlap of
juvenile and adult niches since juveniles tend to focus on pelagic prey while the adults
also couple into the littoral zone.
In summary, the behavioural metric is a good complement to the commonly used
dietary metric. If used appropriately, a behavioural approach can be implemented to
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examine more short term dynamics and to validate stable isotope data. Moreover, a
behavioural approach could disentangle mechanisms for how coupling changes over
gradients and different trophic levels in the food web. Finally, the results of this study
suggest that behaviour mediates population level responses and influences the flow of
carbon through the food web, and ultimately the whole aquatic ecosystem.
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CHAPTER 2: SHIFTING PERCEPTIONS: THE SIZE-DENSITY
RELATIONSHIP FOR PELAGIC PREDATORS WITH SIZE-SPECIFIC
RESOURCE USE
ABSTRACT
Body size is a major determinant of ecological processes. General patterns across
species linking body size and density are common; however, deviations from these
patterns cast doubt on purported metabolic explanations. Some assumptions of the
metabolic mechanism do not hold in many communities namely that of equal availability
of a limited resource regardless of predator size. Moreover, these broad-scale patterns
tend to disappear as the spatial scale being analyzed decreases. We use lake trout as a
model to examine four hypotheses regarding how variation in predatory fish body size
may be related to population density. We find support for the shifting gears hypothesis
that takes into account that predatory fish exploit different resources as they grow and
gaps in that resource availability limit predator density such that the association between
body size and density will change. When mean body size is ‘small’, an increase in size
variation should correspond with an increase in density through niche separation; when
mean body size is ‘large’, an increase in size variation should correspond with a decrease
in density through competitive exclusion.
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INTRODUCTION
Rob Peter’s seminal contribution, The Ecological Implications of Body Size (1986),
forged the path for ecology to use body size as a predictor of important ecological
processes, from vital rates to density of populations and communities. Efforts to relate
body size to density have typically found either a negative power law relationship
between mean body size and mean population density across species (Trebilco et al.
2013) or a triangular shape where the upper boundary increases to medium mean body
sizes, then decreases towards larger mean body sizes (Blackburn and Gaston 1997).
While a metabolic or energetic mechanism is typically provided for the power-law
relationship based on the scaling between metabolism and body size (Damuth 1981,
1987), the triangular relationship observed is not supported by the metabolic mechanism
and casts doubt on its suitability. Furthermore, the energetic mechanism is based on the
assumptions that resources are equally available to all species (Lawton 1989) and that
resources are limited (Lawton 1991). Moreover, the energetic argument ignores the
distribution of both density and body size of the underlying populations.
It has been argued that the body size - density power law relationship is due to
sampling problems, as ecologists tend to study species where they are most abundant
(White et al. 2007). Furthermore, within a local community, the mean body size - density
relationship is often weak or non-existent (Blackburn and Gaston 1997). The decrease in
the ability of mean body size to predict density as you reduce the scale of study suggests
that the importance of variability in body size may increase.

However, given the

popularity of examining the overall trend between body size and density, very few studies
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have examined how the variation in body size may relate to the density of a given
species, both within an ecosystem and between ecosystems.
Variation in size specific densities within a community or a population may stem
from the inequality of resource availability and use (Ernest 2005). All organisms go
through ontogenetically driven changes in their traits. Due to ontogenetic variation in
traits, an individual’s community interactions can also change over its ontogeny including
diet and resource use. This is especially true for predatory fish species with strong sizedependent resource use. Much historical work on foraging and growth in fish has argued
that mean fish size and density in a given aquatic ecosystem is dependent on the
distribution and density of prey sizes in that aquatic ecosystem (Dickie et al. 1987,
Sherwood et al. 2002, Kerr and Dickie 2001). This research has argued that predatory
fish become big fish by “shifting gears” through abundant prey of different sizes often
found in different habitats (e.g., zooplankton, benthic invertebrates, and fish).
The shifting gears model of growth implicitly suggests that a population of
predatory fish can “thin” out their prey resources in different habitats and directly
influence their own population density and size distribution. As such, patterns in fish
growth and population density ought to feedback to the prey base in a manner that drives
size-dependent resource partitioning. If correct, then we argue that the combination of
mean body size of predatory fish across lakes, as well as the variability in body size of
these predatory fish, may simply reflect the productivity of the resource spectrum in that
lake ecosystem. Given this, mean size and variability in size ought to show a relationship
to population density.
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Lake trout are top predator fish that undergo diet shifts that appear to dramatically
influence the growth rate (Trippel and Beamish 1989) and body size (Pazzia et al. 2002)
of a given population. Mean body size increases as lake trout switch from small benthic
invertebrates to forage fish (Pazzia et al. 2002) and then again if larger pelagic prey fish
are present (Martin 1970). Further, lake trout have a curious array of growth curves that
influence both mean body size of a lake trout in a given lake and also the variability of
lake trout sizes (McDermid et al. 2010). Taken altogether, lake trout are predatory fish
that feed across a large prey spectrum, and show considerable variation in both mean
body size and their own size distribution making lake trout a perfect case study to
examine the relationship between both mean size and variation and population density.
We use extensive data on the mean body size and variation in body size of lake trout
from 80 Ontario lakes to predict the density of lake trout (via the surrogate CPUE). We
first formalize a set of hypotheses and predictions based on existing literature. We then
test these predictions using AIC based comparisons of multiple regression models that
relate mean body size, standard deviation of body size, and/or their interaction to
population density. We end by arguing that, indeed, both the mean and variation in lake
trout body size correlate to lake trout density in a manner that is consistent with the
shifting gears hypothesis.
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HYPOTHESES AND PREDICTIONS
Here we describe four hypotheses for how variation in body size could relate to
density in predatory fish populations. These hypotheses are based on the mean body size
- density literature but we expand the mechanisms to include possible implications of
variation in body size. These hypotheses include: self-thinning, niche separation,
competitive exclusion, and shifting gears.

Self-thinning Hypothesis (Figure 1a)
One of the common terrestrial empirical size-density patterns seeks to address how
plant community densities change as a function of mean plant size, labeled the “cross
community scaling relationship (CCSR)” by White et al. (2007). This empirical
approach has been championed by plant ecologists where the notion of the self-thinning
rule has gained prominence. Self-thinning occurs readily in plant communities where
greater mean plant size implies less area to pack individuals and less available light, thus
reducing population densities when plant sizes become large. While most of the CCSR
literature is plant related, there is no reason that fish communities, or populations, do not
also experience size-dependent resource partitioning that influence density. This
essentially provides us with our baseline hypothesis, where the effect of size specific
changes in resource use is not considered.
If all sizes use the same resources and size-dependent resource partitioning limits
density in lake trout populations, then populations with smaller mean body sizes should
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have higher densities than populations with higher mean body sizes, furthermore, there
should be no effect of increasing variation in body size (Figure 1a).

Figure 1: Four different predictions for the influence of variation in size of lake trout on
population density. Solid line represents populations with a large mean size, and dotted
line represents populations with a small mean size.

Niche Separation Hypothesis (Figure 1b)
The Self-Thinning hypothesis relies on all individuals sharing a common resource,
regardless of size. However, as predatory fish grow, so does their ability to consume
larger resources. In fact, body size, tends to be the best predictor of prey size in predatory
fish populations (Mittelbach and Persson 1998). Since prey type changes with predator
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body size, variability in body size within a predatory fish population may decrease niche
overlap, decreasing competition, and relaxing the constraint of self-thinning.
If variability in body size results in niche separation, then an increase in variability
in body size will increase population size. Populations with small mean body sizes should
have higher densities than populations with high mean body sizes, and in each case,
density will increase with increasing variation (Figure 1b).
Competitive Exclusion Hypothesis (Figure 1c)
Conversely, variability in body size may result from competitive exclusion. Due to
the differences between the energy expended when trying to obtain resources and the
energy gained from that resource, when foraging requires that the individual expends
energy in obtaining each item, predators tend to prefer resources that maximize this
difference (i.e. optimal foraging; Krebs 1978). If an energetically rich resource was
abundant, then the predatory fish population would ideally converge to the ideal body
size to consume that prey. Variation around the mean body size may then reflect limited
density of optimal prey. Through competitive exclusion, predators would be forced to
consume less ideal prey, reach smaller body sizes, and increase variability around the
population mean body size.
If variability around the mean body size reflects the magnitude of the resource base,
then when there is an increase in variability in body size, there would be a decrease in
population density. Populations with smaller mean body sizes should have higher
densities than populations with high mean body sizes, and in each case, density will
decrease with increasing variation (Figure 1c).
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Shifting Gears Hypothesis (Figure 1d)
According to the shifting gears hypothesis, if there are gaps in resource availability
along the prey size spectrum, predatory fish are unable to utilize prey in the size spectrum
larger than the gap and in turn reach lower average body sizes (Sherwood et al. 2002).
The gaps in the prey spectrum, in essence reduce resource availability, strengthening
competition for fewer resources, and in turn would increase self-thinning on population
density. When the population has a low mean body size this may reflect, according to the
shifting gears hypothesis, a lack of or a low density of intermediate or larger sized
resources. This limited resource base, according to the self-thinning principle, would
result in low density of lake trout. Variation around the mean would, however, reflect
limited availability of larger prey items, increasing the resource base. With some larger
prey items available, a marginal portion of the population would reach larger sizes and
focus on these larger resources, reducing competition, resulting in higher population
densities than when the variation in body size is low.
Conversely, when the population has a large mean body size, according to the
shifting gears hypothesis this would reflect a wider range of resource sizes available
resulting in a substantial resource base. However, assuming again that larger, more
energy rich, resources would be preferred, you might expect little variation around the
mean body size as the population would ideally converge to the optimal body size to
consume that prey. When a large mean body size is accompanied by a high variation in
body size, this may reflect shortages in optimal prey, meaning a more limited resource
base. Some individuals would be forced to feed on less ideal, smaller, resources and in
turn reach a smaller body size, increasing the variability around the mean body size. In
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this case then variation around the mean body size is inversely related to the magnitude
of the resource base, with increases in the variation in body size corresponding to
decreases in population density.
If variability around a low mean body size reflects increases in resource availability,
and variability around a large mean body size reflects decreases in resource availability,
then when mean body size is low, density would increase with increasing variation in
body size through niche separation, and when mean body size is high, density would
decrease with increasing variation in body size through competitive exclusion (Figure
1d).
METHODS
Data used in this study were collected from 2008-2011 through lake biodiversity surveys
performed by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) on lakes across
Ontario (Figure 2) in the Broad Scale Monitoring (BSM). All lakes were gill-netted
following the North American (NA) standard procedures (Bonar et al. 2009). The surveys
entailed stratified-random sampling of lakes using an overnight set of a graded mesh
gillnet (Sandstrom et al. 2013). A lake-wide index of lake trout density was calculated as
the area-weighted catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE), where area refers to benthic area in each
depth stratum. Units of CPUE are the expected overnight catch in a 25 m gillnet. This
ensured that we considered lakes encompassing a broad range of lake trout density,
avoiding the criticized method of only considering species where abundant (White et al.
2007). Fork length (mm) was measured for every lake trout caught as a consistent
measure of fish body size (Figure 3). In order to avoid the impact of population
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demography, lakes were chosen where, on average, more than ninety percent of the fish
measured had evidence of maturity (n = 80, μ = 0.905).

Figure 2: A map of Ontario, Canada including the locations of lakes (circles) sampled
during the Broad Scale Monitoring Program (Sandstrom et al. 2013) that contain lake
trout (Salvelinus namaycush) used in body size-density analyses.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the natural logarithm of lake trout catch per unit effort (CPUE),
mean fork length (mm), and standard deviation in fork length across 80 lakes in Ontario,
Canada.

Other variables that are inconsistent across lakes could be highly correlated with
lake trout density and survival. These variables include lake size (Shuter et al. 1998),
water clarity (Shuter et al. 1998), production (Dillon et al. 2004), cold water habitat
(Evans and Olver 1995) and competition/predation (Evans and Olver 1995) (Figure 4).
For each lake in the BSM Program, lake volume (m3) was measured, Secchi depth (m)
was taken to determine water clarity, and total phosphorus (ug/L) was measured to
determine production (Sandstrom et al. 2013). Lake volume was used to represent lake
size because it integrates two dimensions of lake size, i.e. depth and surface area, related
to lake trout density, and on its own had the strongest relationship to lake trout density of
the three parameters. Several fish species compete with adult lake trout and consume
juvenile lake trout, of these, a few have been associated with failed introductions of lake
trout when dense, including smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu), walleye (Sander
vitreus), and northern pike (Esox lucius) (Evans and Olver 1995) and were present in a
larger proportion of lakes in the data set than other potential competitors/predators such
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as burbot (Lota lota). The density of lake trout competitors was estimated with the
combined CPUE calculated for smallmouth bass, walleye, and northern pike from the
BSM survey (Figure 4). For temperature, the lakes are distributed (Figure 2) evenly
across two average temperature zones (0-5ºC and 5-10ºC). A categorical variable was
added to represent the average temperature zone (low, high). To control for the
differences in these variables across lakes, a multiple regression was performed, and the
residuals were used for the size specific statistics.

Figure 4: Distribution of the natural logarithm of lake volume (m3), Secchi depth (m),
the lake trout competitor catch per unit effort (CPUE), and total phosphorus (μg/L) across
80 lakes in Ontario, Canada.
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Statistical Approach
First, data was transformed according to statistical requirements. Shapiro-Wilk test
of normality was performed to determine normality. The natural logarithm was used for
the lake trout CPUE, lake volume, Secchi depth, and total phosphorus. Lake trout
competitor density could not be normalized, however, due to the large number of zeros.
Only lakes where more than 32 lake trout were sampled for length were used in the
analysis. The minimum sample size of 32 was chosen to increase measurement accuracy
while still keeping a large number of lakes to reduce sampling bias. Only lakes with data
on all potential drivers of lake trout density were used. This resulted in 80 lakes. A
multivariate linear regression was done for lake trout density for all variables: lake
volume, total phosphorus, Secchi depth, temperature as a factor, and competitor CPUE.
Using Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), calculated in R, the best model was chosen
with a stepwise procedure (R Core Team 2014).
The residuals from this multiple regression were then used to perform a multiple regression with the natural logarithm of lake trout mean fork length, the natural logarithm of the standard deviation of lake trout fork length, and the interaction term between
lake trout mean fork length and fork length standard deviation. The regression for mean
fork length and the standard deviation in fork length was not significant (R2 = 0.01, F=
1.12, d.f. = 1,78, p= 0.29, Figure 5). The best model was chosen according to the lowest
AIC value following Burnham and Anderson (2002).
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Figure 5: There was no significant relationship between the natural logarithm of mean
fork length (mm) and the standard deviation in fork length for lake trout in 80 lakes
across Ontario (R2 = 0.01, F= 1.12, d.f. = 1,78, p= 0.29).

RESULTS
Lake specific variables and lake trout density
The best model explained forty-five percent of the variability in lake trout density
(multiple R2=0.45, p= 2.86x10-9) and included all variables except for temperature (Table
1). The intercept, ln(lake volume), ln(Secchi depth), were found to be significant (p =
2.4x10-5, p= 3.12x10-8, and p = 0.013). The ln(volume) and ln(competitor CPUE) had
negative slopes, ln(total phosphorus) and ln(Secchi depth) had positive slopes.
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Table 1: Results from a multiple regression comparing possible predictors of the
natural logarithm of lake trout density from 80 lakes across Ontario, Canada (R2 =0.454,
F-stat = 15.53, df = 4,75; p-value = 2.68x10-9). Significance codes: 0.0001 ‘***, 0.05 ‘*,
0.1 ‘.
Variable

Slope

Std. Error

t-value

Pr(>|t|)

Intercept

3.260

0.723

4.508

2.37x10-05 ***

ln(Lake volume)

-0.219

0.035

-6.175

3.12x10-8 ***

ln(Secchi depth)

0.496

0.195

2.550

0.013 *

ln(Total phosphorus)

0.255

0.136

1.885

0.063 .

Competitor CPUE

-0.074

0.041

-1.798

0.076 .

Size and lake trout density
The multiple regression with all variables (the natural logarithm of fork length,
standard deviation in fork length, and the interaction term) was the best model according
to AIC (94.96) and explained fifteen percent of the variability of the natural logarithm of
the residuals for lake trout density (multiple R2=0.149, p= 0.019, Table 2). The delta AIC
values for the other 3 combinations were 6.90 for mean fork length, 7.29 for the mean
and standard deviation in fork length, and 5.97 for the standard deviation in fork length.
The intercept and all coefficients were found to be significant (p = 0.004, p= 0.004, and p
= 0.003, and p=0.003). The slope for mean fork length and standard deviation in fork
length were positive and the slope for the interaction term was negative resulting in
alternative slopes of the regression line depending on the mean body size of the
population (Figure 6).
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It is important to note that when a multiple regression was performed on the original
density data instead of the residual density (i.e. without first removing the possible
confounding lake variables) there was directional consistency for all the coefficients
(intercept = -38.437, ln(mean fork length) = 6.984, ln(standard deviation in fork length) =
9.931, and the interaction term = -1.767) and an overall significant relationship (multiple
R2 = 0.30, p=5.171 x10-6).

Table 2: Results from a multiple regression for lake trout density and lake trout mean
and standard deviation in fork length from 80 lakes across Ontario, Canada (R2 =0.149,
F-stat = 3.56, df = 3,61; p-value = 0.019). Significance code: 0.01 ‘**
Variable

Slope

Std. Error

t-value

Pr(>|t|)

Intercept

-82.285

27.754

-2.965

0.004 **

ln(Lake trout mean length)

13.794

4.596

3.002

0.004 **

ln(Lake trout length std.)

18.054

5.976

3.021

0.003 **

ln(Mean length) : ln(Length std.)

-3.025

0.989

-3.058

0.003 **
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Figure 6: The multiple regression between the variation in body size (standard deviation
in fork length) of lake trout and lake trout residual density after the influence of lake
features were removed (multiple R2=0.149, p= 0.019). The dashed line represent when
the mean length is low (300mm) and the solid line represent when the mean length of the
population is high (570mm). The values for low and high mean size here represent the
range of mean fork lengths in the dataset. Equation of the line: ln(Residual Density) = 82.285 + 13.794*ln(Mean Length) + 18.054*ln(Length Standard Deviation) – 3.025*

ln(Mean Length)* ln(Length Standard Deviation).

DISCUSSION
When examining the effect of lake trout body size on density, we have shown here
that the relationship between body size and density across populations depends not only
on the mean body size but also the variation around this mean supporting the Shifting
Gears Hypothesis. In populations where resource use changes as individuals grow, the
availability of different sized prey can limit growth and have important implications for
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the predicted relationship between body size and density. According to the Shifting
Gears Hypothesis gaps in a predator’s resource size spectrum affect both mean body size
and the accessibility of resources. Large mean body sizes are obtained when the full size
spectrum of resources are available to the predator and higher variability around this
mean size represents competitive exclusion and lower densities, where low mean body
sizes are obtained when only a small fraction of the size spectrum of resources are
available, and higher variability around this mean represents niche separation and higher
densities.
Lake trout show a strong empirical relationship between food web structure and the
size of the littoral zone (Vander Zanden and Vadeboncoeur 2002, Dolson et al. 2009,
Tunney et al. 2012). The resulting changes in food web structure were first noticed
across a gradient in lake size (Vander Zanden and Vadeboncoeur 2002) such that small
lakes, with narrow littoral zones, had lake trout coupling heavily into the nearshore
energy pathway. Research has also tended to simultaneously show that these small lakes
have a smaller mean size and higher density of lake trout than larger lakes (Shuter et al.
1998, Tunney et al. 2012). The results of this study suggest that the apparent patterns in
mean size and density may also be related to patterns in the variation in the mean size.
However, to our knowledge no one has yet considered how changes in the variation in
body size across these environmental gradients might drive changes in food web structure
(e.g. increased habitat coupling and trophic position).
Resource use by lake trout is also strongly reliant on resource availability and
accessibility. For a large portion of the year in the southern part of their range, lake trout
are thermally constrained to the colder, deep water zone (Tunney et al. 2014). This limits
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the ability of lake trout to access resources in the shallow zones of the lakes. Other lake
features examined here, including size and the presence of littoral predators also
influence access by lake trout to the littoral zone (Vander Zanden et al. 1999, McCann et
al. 2005). While we controlled for differences in lake attributes, it is important to note
that it may be through their influence on resource accessibility and in turn lake trout size,
that these lake attributes are affecting lake trout density (Tunney et al. 2012).
Correspondingly, when the CPUE data was not adjusted for differences in lake attributes,
the resultant regression relationship was still consistent with the shifting gears hypothesis
suggesting that the results are robust to differences between lakes.
We believe that this pattern should hold for any population where body size depends
on resource availability and where resource use changes as organisms grow. This could
potentially be wide reaching because most species change resources as they grow
(Werner and Gilliam 1984). In fact, the effect of resource availability on fish size has
been demonstrated in several fish species (Sherwood et al. 2002) and should apply
wherever growth is limited by prey size and availability.
Furthermore, while formulated for a single population, these results may change the
way we think about the cross-community scaling relationship (CCSR). CCSR best fits
guilds where the limiting resource is constant across time and space (i.e. mussel beds,
trees in a tropical forest) and the same resources are used by all sizes (i.e. space or light)
(White et al. 2007). The shifting gears hypothesis could be applied to extend the CCSR
relationship beyond communities with constant resource use, providing predictions for
the influence of variation in resource use in communities, and filling a gap in the
literature in terms of considering the role of ontogeny in shaping these community size49

density relationships (White et al. 2007). In fact, these results for lake trout could be
used to predict the relationship between body size and density in Boreal Shield lake
pelagic predatory assemblages since lake trout typically dominate the pelagic zone of
these lakes, and have little niche overlap with other top predators (smallmouth bass, pike,
walleye), that typically focus their attention on the near-shore (littoral) zone.
The importance of understanding predictors of density for harvested populations and
communities and the influence on stability is increasing as we are experiencing changes
in our environment. Furthermore, our harvesting regimes may be reducing variability in
body size and may be creating gaps in the prey size distribution, as most fisheries are
targeted for specific fishes and often have size-selective harvesting. Increased
understanding of the factors that influence population density will bring ecologists one
step further in predicting patterns in community density.
Broad scale patterns often break down as the scale of observation decreases (Levin
1995) however, why these patterns break down isn’t always clear. This is the case for the
mean body-size – density pattern. There remains a lack of a consensus on the mechanism
driving the pattern, which may be driving our lack of understanding as to why the pattern
may break down as the scale of observation decreases. By examining hypotheses
regarding the influence of variation in body size and mean body size on density, this
study provides insight into what might be driving the relationship between body size and
density at the population level (White et al. 2007). When scaling back up the broad scale
patterns, including resource driven variation in body size may elucidate to differences
across scales.
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CHAPTER 3: WITHIN-SPECIES BIOMASS TRANSFER MEDIATES
FOOD WEB STABILITY BY DISTRIBUTING ENERGY AWAY FROM
STRONG INTERACTIONS
ABSTRACT
Ecological theory has uncovered dynamical differences between species-level and
within-species food web modules and has argued that these differences ought to cause
stage-structured theory to contrast with classical food web theory. Here, we show that
when stage-structure is added to an unstructured food chain module (i.e. low species food
web configuration) with life history intraguild predation using a simple nested module
approach, stage-structure can mute a potentially strong stage-specific interaction through
the transfer of biomass within a species. Within-species biomass transfer distributes
energy away from strong interactions promoting increased system stability consistent
with classical food web theory where weak species-level interactions mediate stability.
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INTRODUCTION
Stability of ecosystems depends on the biological structure inherent in these
ecosystems (May 1973, Pimm et al. 1991, Stouffer and Bascompte 2010). By focusing on
the structural building blocks (modules) of more complex systems, modular food web
theory seeks to identify how topology and interactions act together to mediate the
stability of ecosystems (Holt et al. 1994, Kondoh et al. 2010). The successes of this
modular approach to understand the links between network topology, interaction
strengths, and food web stability are encouraging. For example, modular approaches
have found that weak trophic interactions (McCann et al. 1998, McCann 2000), coupling
of strong and weak energy channels (Rooney et al. 2006) and omnivory (Fagan 1997) can
stabilize systems. Nonetheless, modular research may not capture larger network
properties in food webs and, importantly for this study, tends to concentrate on species
level food web topology at the cost of ignoring other biological structures that occur
within species (for example, stage-structure); in doing so, important within-species
structural mechanisms may be concealed (Miller and Rudolf 2011).
The traits associated with life-history stage of an organism can play a significant
role in an organism’s physiological requirements and ecological interactions (Werner
and Gilliam 1984, Polis and Strong 1996). Moreover, life-history traits are influential
factors in population (Stearns 1976, Jørgensen et al. 2007) and community dynamics (de
Roos and Persson 2013). Therefore, the progression between life-history stages and
divergence in life-history traits can have important implications for the dynamics of
stage-structured food webs. For instance, mature organisms often consume prey at higher
trophic positions than their juvenile counterparts due to differences in size or habitat
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(Walters and Kitchell 2001). These ontogenetic niche shifts can result in life-history
omnivory or more specifically life history intraguild predation (LHIGP, Figure 1) where
the juvenile competes with the adult’s prey for resources (Pimm and Rice 1987, Mylius et
al. 2001, Abrams 2011). Indeed, modules incorporating life-history have different
dynamics over ranges of productivity than simple omnivory and intraguild predation
(IGP) modules (Pimm and Rice 1987, Mylius et al. 2001, Rudolf 2008, Abrams 2011,
Hin et al. 2011). While it is known that there are dynamical implications of life-history
structure for food web modules, the way that life-history structure combines with the
corresponding within-species interactions to influence stability remains unresolved.
Interestingly, the species level structures known to stabilize communities through
their effect on interaction strength, like habitat coupling and omnivory, can also result
from within-species ontogenetic changes in resource and habitat use (Knight et al. 2005,
Nakazawa 2011). This suggests that while there may be dynamical differences between
species level modules and within-species modules (Schreiber and Rudolf 2008), the role
of this structure in terms of its effect on stability may remain the same. We can draw
information from unstructured modular theory to determine how stage-structure may
mediate stability. For instance, omnivory can stabilize food webs by reallocating energy
from strong predator-consumer interactions to weak predator-resource interactions
(McCann and Hastings 1997) as a consequence of a generalist response to prey
abundances, the food web is stabilized by diverting energy away from strong interactions
through changes in predatory behaviour (McCann et al. 1998). The oscillatory subsystems are stabilized by interactions with other weakly interacting sub-systems
(McCann et al. 1998) by muting energy in the strong interaction, which drives the
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stabilization. Similar reasoning may be expected to hold in stage-structured interactions
whether the unstable sub-system is inherently stage-structured or predator-prey in nature.
The logic should hold whether the weak interaction is added due to life-history structure
(i.e. a juvenile that feeds on a different prey than the adult) or due to behavioural changes
as outlined above in the unstructured case. Interestingly, this weak predator-resource
interaction is inherent in LHIGP systems, with weak competitive ability of juvenile
predators due to the efficiency trade-off from altering feeding preferences through their
ontogeny (Persson 1988, Vance-Chalcraft et al. 2007). Therefore, with LHIGP, diverting
energy away from strong predator-consumer interactions should mean a reallocation of
energy to the weak predator-resource interaction by a change in the ratio of adults to
juveniles in the population.
The idea of reallocating biomass across different life stages in terms of its
stabilizing potential is not new. Historically, much of life-history theory was focused on
how populations should manipulate their reproductive effort and age-at-maturation to
mediate increases or declines in abundance (Stearns 1976). By extension, reproductive
traits that reallocate energy between stages will be linked to community dynamics in
stage-structured modules (Rudolf and Rasmussen 2013). We seek to determine how the
distribution of energy between life-history stages (i.e. changes in reproduction and
maturation), in terms of its ability to divert energy away from a strong predator-consumer
interaction, will affect the resilience (i.e. eigenvalue) stability in a module with LHIGP.
Here we add to modular stage-structured food web theory by investigating a simple
model that allowed us to move from an unstructured food chain to a stage-structured
LHIGP module. We tested the ability of the stage-structured predator module to mute
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instabilities associated with the food chain (McCann and Yodzis 1995). Our model
experiment also allowed us to examine how biomass allocation between predator lifehistory stages muted strong interactions and while examining simultaneously system
stability (i.e. asymptotic stability). We concentrate on two important challenges: the
influence life-history traits have on stability, and the dependence of system stability on
the relative interaction strengths between the predator, consumer, and resource.
MODEL
Model Development
A simple LHIGP module was adapted from the omnivory model by Vandermeer
(2006) by using ordinary differential equations for resources (R), consumers (C), and
adding a stage-structured top predator with juveniles and adult stages (PJ and PA):
𝑎𝑃𝑅 𝑃𝐽
𝑑𝑅
𝑅
𝑎𝐶𝑅 𝐶
= 𝑅 (𝑟 (1 − ) −
−
)
𝑑𝑡
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1 + 𝑏𝐶𝑅 𝑅
1 + 𝑏𝑃𝑅 𝑅
𝑑𝐶
𝑎𝐶𝑅 𝑅
𝑎𝑃𝐶 𝑃𝐴
= 𝐶(
−
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𝑑𝑃𝐴
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The resource biomass increases following logistic growth with carrying capacity K
and growth rate r, and decreases through feeding by consumers and juvenile predators
which follow a Type II functional response (functional response parameters aCR, aPR, bCR,
and bPR). Without loss of generality, conversion efficiency was considered to be one and
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therefore not included. Resource consumption by consumers and juvenile predators
increases their net biomass production. Juvenile predator biomass also increases through
reproduction (1-s). Consumer biomass decreases through predation by adult predators
(Type II functional response parameters aPC, bPC) and background mortality (dC) and
juvenile biomass decreases through maturation to the adult stage (m) and background
mortality (dP). Adult predator biomass increases through consumption of consumer (Type
II functional response parameters aPC, bPC) and through maturation of juvenile predators,
and decreases through reproduction (1-s) and background mortality (dP). The parameter
(1-m) is the amount of energy remaining in the juvenile stage and s is the amount of
energy remaining in the adult stage for somatic growth. The way that reproductive effort
and age-at-maturation were incorporated here implies a negative correlation for
reproductive effort and age-at-maturity with somatic growth; there are many examples
where this trade-off exists in nature (Crisp and Patel 1961, Lester et al. 2004). This
module differs from other LHIGP modules previously used (e.g. Hin et al. 2011; Mylius
et al. 2001) in three main ways: we use logistic growth in the resource instead of semichemostat; energy is allowed to remain in the adult predator stage for somatic growth
instead of all the energy moving to the juvenile stage as reproduction; and finally the
adult predator only feeds on the consumer and the juvenile only feeds on the resource.
When m = 1 and s = 1, the module is reduced to the well-studied three species food
chain module (Figure 1a). All of the energy gained by the adult predator is allocated
towards reproduction and all of the energy in the juvenile stage is transferred to the adult
stage, essentially removing the juvenile stage. As m and s are decreased, competition
between the predator and the consumer increases, and there will be a point where the
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module dynamics will be equal to the omnivory case (Figure 1b). And finally, when m=0
and s=0, the module is reduced to pure competition (Figure 1c). The parameters, m and s
were set at the same value to be able to achieve these specific end points.
The end points, while not biologically feasible, serve as representations of classical
unstructured models. This nested model allowed us a clear theoretical attack on what the
role of energy transfer does to stability when adding stage-structure in the simplest way,
something we would be unable to do with more complicated models that consider more
realistic differences in feeding rates based on size and/or food-dependent maturation
(Pimm and Rice 1987, Abrams and Quince 2005, de Roos et al. 2007, Guill 2009,
Abrams 2011, Hin et al. 2011).
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Figure 1: In the life history intraguild predation (LHIGP) module when m and s are
equal to 1 (a), it is reduced to the straight chain food web module. Somewhere in between
(b) the LHIGP will have equivalent dynamics to the intraguild predation module; when m
and s are equal to 0 (c) the LHIGP module is reduced to the competition module.

Model Starting Conditions
In order to generally test whether biomass transfer between stages has the potential
to stabilize an unstable stage specific interaction, we choose starting conditions for our
numerical experiments with a variety of different dynamic outcomes (i.e., chaotic, cyclic
or stable). We then ask whether biomass transfer between stages has the same qualitative
stabilizing effect, regardless of the starting dynamics. The basic food chain module is an
appropriate starting point (Figure 1a) as the dynamics of the system are well known
(McCann and Yodzis 1995) allowing us to look at the general influence of LHIGP under
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different dynamical scenarios, in essence performing a sensitivity analysis of the suite of
possible starting conditions. In what follows, we therefore separate the dynamics into
four informative cases where the initial food chain is: stable (Case 1), cyclic, where the
cycle is driven primarily by a strong consumer-resource interaction (Case 2), cyclic,
where the cycle is driven primarily by a strong predator-consumer interaction (Case 3)
and, complex dynamics where the cycles are an interaction of strong consumer-resource
and strong predator-consumer interactions (Case 4).
Fortunately, previous food chain theory provides us with a method to clearly
determine these 4 cases for the food chain starting point (s=m=1) using a technique
called reduced nullsurface analysis (McCann and Yodzis 1995). Figure 2 depicts the
reduced nullsurface of the food chain, which is a projection of all zero isoclines onto the
C-R plane. This projection allows us to interpret the qualitative dynamics of the
underlying parts of the food chain; in other words, whether the food chain can be
expected to derive an oscillatory component from the C-R interaction, or the P-C
interaction, or both. As is well known from C-R theory, the C-R interaction is unstable
when the consumer isocline lies to the left of the resource isocline hump and becomes
stable when to the right of the resource isocline hump (Figure 2a, P=0). A similar, but
less well known, result occurs for the predator in the P-C isocline (Yodzis and McCann
2007). In this case, when the predator isocline is pushed from high to low C densities,
the potential for P-C driven oscillations increases (Figure 2b). In this case, only attributes
of the top predator are changed, so C’ and P’ change, however, R’ remains constant. In
Figure 2, since all zero isoclines are projected onto the C-R plane, the P-C intersection is
at the point where the predator, consumer, and resource isoclines meet, which on the C-R
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plane is represented where the predator and resource isoclines. This occurs because the P
and R-isoclines are invariant across P (i.e., they do not change shape) and the consumer
isocline deflects to the right as P increases, necessarily driving the interior equilibrium
intersection at the precise point of P’ and R’ identified on the reduced nullsurface. With
these results, McCann and Yodzis (1995) showed that the bifurcation structure of the
food chain was easily understood from the positions of the reduced nullsurface.
In summary, this simple result means that: i) the C-R sub-system becomes an
oscillator when the C-isocline is pushed up to low R densities (Fig. 2a), and; (ii) the P-C
sub-system becomes an oscillator when the P-isocline is pushed up to low C densities
(Fig. 2b). Additionally, when a P-C-R food chain is unstable, it can be attributable to (i)
instability of P-R subsystem, (ii) instability of C-R subsystem or (iii) both. Given this
mathematically and numerically proven result (McCann and Yodzis 1995), we can
arrange the C-isocline and P-isocline relative to the R-isocline to make the following 4
qualitatively interesting cases highlighted in Figure 2c-f: All stable (C isocline to right of
hump, or high R densities, P isocline at high C densities; Fig. 2c); C-R oscillatory, P-C
not (C isocline to low densities, or left of R-isocline hump; P at high C densities; Fig; 2e);
C-R not, P-C oscillatory (C isocline to right of hump, or high R densities, P isocline
pushed to low C densities; Fig. 2d); and C-R oscillatory; P-C oscillatory (C-isocline
pushed to low R densities; P-isocline pushed to low C densities; fig. 2f)
When the bifurcation parameter is non-zero (i.e. m and s ≠ 1) the reduced
nullsurface is no longer useful, but the approach we adopt importantly allows us to
determine where the oscillator is in the system and then ask how the stage-structure
(unfolded by the m and s parameters) influences that oscillator (i.e. inhibits it or not).
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Model Stability
The asymptotic stability was checked by starting with the food chain with known
stability properties and then examining the stability of the LHIGP module while
decreasing m and s. In what follows, we looked for consistencies between in each of the
four cases and then interpreted our results within a general non-equilibrium and
equilibrium context. Relative stability was monitored across changes in biologically
important parameters, and determined using the real part of the dominant eigenvalue of
the system. The dominant eigenvalue determines the local stability of the system; when
the real part is negative the system is stable, when it is positive the system is unstable,
and when it is zero the system is neutrally stable. Where the system was in a nonequilibrium zone (where positive), eigenvalues were supplemented with minima and
maxima values. The real part of the dominant eigenvalue also provides a measure of the
relative stability of the system, with the system reaching maximum stability where the
real part of the dominant eigenvalue has its most negative value. The system is at a point
of maximum stability when the real part of the dominant eigenvalue is at the most
negative value, since the system is the furthest away from the Hopf bifurcation (i.e. the
point where the system stability switches between positive and negative). All results were
obtained using simulation models in Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Inc. 2010). Only
solutions with interior equilibriums were recorded.
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Figure 2: In the life history intraguild predation (LHIGP) module, the location of
the intersections of resource (R’), consumer (C’), and predator (P’) isoclines on the
consumer-resource (C-R) plane is directly related to the stability of the initial food chain.
The C-R interaction is unstable when C’ lies to the left of the resource isocline hump and
is stable when to the right of the hump (a). Similarly, when P’ is pushed from high to low
C densities, the potential to drive P-C oscillations (depicted in this figure as an outwardly
spiraling arrow) increases (b). All parameter combinations are represented in one of four
basic cases: stable food chain (c), cyclic food chain where the cycle is driven primarily by
a strong consumer-resource interaction (d), cyclic food chain where the cycle is driven
primarily by a strong predator-consumer interaction (e) and, complex dynamics where the
cycles are an interaction of strong consumer-resource and strong predator-consumer
interactions (f).
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Model Parameterization
The parameter values are the same for all four cases except for predator and
consumer mortality rates (dP and dC), which were altered to change the relative
interaction strengths (r = 1.5, K = 1, aCR=3, aPC=1, aPR=0.2, bCR=1.5, bPC=1, bPR=1,
dC=0.3, 0.5, dP=0.1, 0.15). By changing the mortality term we change the relative
interaction strength; i.e. the strength of the coupling terms relative to the strength of the
loss terms (McCann 2011). We could have just as easily changed the attack rates,
yielding the same qualitative results. These particular parameter values were used to
represent the four cases to test the influence of stage structure on all potential underlying
attractors in the unstructured system. Based on the geometric explanation above, all
parameter combinations that result in one of the four basic cases will have qualitatively
the same results over the range of co-existence; this was verified by using several unique
combinations of parameters representing the four cases, the qualitative results held with
every parameter combination. The attack rate of the juvenile predator on the resource
(aPR), which has no effect on the stability of the initial food chain, was varied to
determine the effects of increasing the PJ-R interaction on the stabilizing potential of
LHIGP.
RESULTS
In general we found that intermediate levels of LHIGP were stabilizing (Figure 3),
regardless of the initial sources of instability (Cases 1-4). While initial sources of
instability (Cases 1-4) did not have a large effect on the stabilizing potential of LHIGP,
there were implications regarding where the maximum stability of the LHIGP system
occurred in relation to the distribution of biomass in the food web module (Figure 3).
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Finally, the point of maximum stability (Figure 4) was affected by the juvenile attack rate
for the resource (aPR).
Irrespective of the initial source of stability (Cases 1-4), the real part of the
dominant eigenvalue of the system displayed a checkmark pattern as m and s decreased
from 1 to 0 (Figure 3a-d). For each case the minima and maxima in the non-equilibrium
zone (where the real part of the dominant eigenvalue was greater than zero) displayed
decreasing cycles (i.e., reduced local maxima and increased local minima) to the point of
the Hopf bifurcation (i.e. where the eigenvalue switched from positive to a negative), at
which point the system is reduced to a single non-oscillatory attractor (Supplementary
Material, Figures 1-3). The system with an oscillatory C-R interaction (Case 2, Figure 3b)
in the initial food chain achieved the highest maximum stability out of all cases (i.e. the
dominant real eigenvalue reached -0.15), and maximum stability occurred closer to food
chain endpoint (i.e. m and s values between 0.4 and 0.6) than cases with strong predatorconsumer interactions (i.e. m and s values between 0.2 and 0.4) (Case 3-4, Figure 3c,d).
In all cases, as the system became more like the classic exploitation competition food
web module, the predator was no longer able to exist, being outcompeted by the
consumer due to the low attack rate on the resource by the juvenile predator (aPR).
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Figure 3: Qualitative patterns of stability for Cases 1-4 (a-d) starting from a food
chain module and moving towards an exploitative competition module as m & s decrease
from 1 to 0 (Parameter values: r = 1.5, K = 1, aCR=3, aPC=1, aPR=0.2, bCR=1.5, bPC=1,
bPR=1, dC=0.3 (b and d), 0.5 (a and c), dP=0.1 (c and d) , 0.15(a and b))

While it was necessary for aPR to be weaker than aCR for stability, consistent with
most other studies (Pimm and Rice 1987, Abrams 2011, Hin et al. 2011, see Rudolf 2007
for an opposing case), manipulating aPR within this range affected the point of maximum
stability in the system (Figure 4). The results from Case 1 are shown (Figure 4) as they
are reflective of the qualitative patterns in all 4 Cases. As aPR increased, the point of
maximum stability occurred at lower m and s values (closer to the classic competition
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module); then switched to increasingly higher m and s values (closer to the food chain
module) at intermediate aPR (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Qualitative patterns of food-web topology (m&s) at maximum stability
over a range of juvenile predator attack rates for Case 1 (Parameter values: r = 1.5, K = 1,
aCR=3, aPC=1, aPR=0-1, bCR=1.5, bPC=1, bPR=1, dC=0.5, dP=0.15).

DISCUSSION
Recent work has argued that stage-structured food web theory may frequently
contrast with classical food web theory (Miller and Rudolf 2011). This notion comes
from the fact that stage-structured models have some unique dynamical properties (e.g.,
cohort cycles (de Roos and Persson 2013)) and a unique topology of community
interactions that arguably may not be stabilized in a manner equivalent to the instabilities
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associated with classical food web models. Given that specific differences in dynamical
outcomes exist, it becomes important to ask whether stage-structure actually changes the
general underlying mechanisms that drive stable webs. Much species-level theory, for
example, has shown that weak to intermediate interactions can mute potentially strong
interactions driving increased stability (McCann et al. 1998). Here, we show that the
transfer of energy through ontogeny to weak interactions can act as a powerful stabilizing
agent in within-species models.
We investigated a simple model that allowed us to move from an unstructured food
chain module to a stage-structured LHIGP module, a well-studied system in both specieslevel and within-species theory, and finally to an unstructured competition module. When
the initial chain was unstable due to a strong predator-consumer (PA-C) interaction (Cases
3 and 4 in results), diverting weak to moderate amounts of biomass into the juvenile stage
from the strongly interacting adult stage resulted in stabilization. This stabilization lasts
until the diverted biomass is large enough to drive a strong juvenile predator-resource
interaction (PJ-R). When diverting energy into the juvenile stage results in a strong
juvenile predator-resource interaction relative to the consumer-resource interaction which
drives competitive exclusion of the predator. In summary, altering life history in a
manner that shunts weak to moderate amount of energy away from the adult stage acts as
a potent stabilizer to the system. This result, whereby energy is deflected away from a
potentially strong interaction, is analogous to the case where a new, weakly coupled, prey
species is added to a system with a strongly interacting predator and prey (McCann et al.
1998).
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Interestingly, when the initial unstructured food chain was stable or the sole source
of instability was a strong consumer-resource (C-R) interaction (Cases 1 and 2),
maximum stability occurred closer to the classic food chain module than to the
competition module. This starts to disentangle the importance of the two mechanisms
imparting stability: weakening of the initial strong interaction and addition of a weak
interaction. High adult predator biomass dampened the C-R oscillator by reducing
consumer biomass (PA-C) causing the C-R interaction to be weakest in the food chain
module. Despite the increase in the C-R interaction when the juvenile predator is added
to the system, stability increased due to the addition of a weak PJ-R interaction.
When the juvenile predator-resource attack rate (aPR) increased, maximum stability
moved away from the classic food chain endpoint towards the competition endpoint,
then switched, moving back towards the food chain endpoint until the community was no
longer able to persist (Figure 4). The strong interaction changed from an adult predatorconsumer (PA-C) consumption interaction to a consumer-juvenile predator (C-PJ)
competition interaction. The movement of biomass into the juvenile stage was no longer
diverting energy away from the strong interaction into a weak interaction and was no
longer stabilizing.
Here we consider here the effect of increasing the flow of energy through ontogeny
to a weak interactor (i.e. the juvenile predator) on the stability of the local attractor in
order to follow food web theory that has generally looked at the effect of interaction
strength on the stability of local attractors. This was done at the risk of ignoring multiple
basins. Other studies tend to look more broadly at bi-stability or persistence in LHIGP
systems (e.g. Mylius et al. 2001, van de Wolfshaar et al. 2006), seeking the range of
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parameters that yield coexistence. Under these conditions, researchers are able to contrast
the importance of ecological interactions such as predation and competition for
coexistence (e.g. Persson and De Roos 2012, Persson et al. 2013). Consistent with this
research, we chose to include an ontogenetic specialist for the LHIGP predator, that has
been shown to promote coexistence in a LHIGP module (Hin et al. 2011). Future work
should examine how these two different, but related, answers interact.
Only one type of structured module was used in this study to look for underlying
stabilizing mechanisms, however, there is evidence from other modules that stabilization
through biomass allocation between stages could be pervasive in within-species modules.
For example, cannibalism stabilizes predator-prey dynamics in stage-structured modules
by reducing predator population growth (Rudolf 2008) in turn weakening the predatorprey interaction and adding a weak interactor. Again, as for within-species modules,
weak to moderate cannibalism strengths are stabilizing by diverting energy away from
strong interactions, whereas strong cannibalistic interactions frequently initiate
population instabilities. Similarly, stage-structured refugia has been argued to weaken
strong predator-prey interactions by removing biomass from targeted prey stages
weakening the interaction (Abrams and Walters 1996). Collectively, these ideas suggest
that the underlying mechanism of weak to intermediate interactions operating in classical
food web theory may also be a general pattern operating in stage-structured theory;
however, this study should be repeated using different modules to be certain.
While we have found a general congruence between classical food web theory and a
simple food web extended to a stage-structured predator, more complicated models exist
that we did not examine. Specifically, we manipulated set maturation and reproduction
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values, instead of including food-dependent maturation rates, which are known to yield
some unique dynamical properties of stage-structured interactions (van de Wolfshaar et
al. 2006, de Roos and Persson 2013). Additionally, stage-structured models often find
alternative states where comparable classical models do not (Mylius et al. 2001, Guill
2009). The presence of alternative states can be considered another form of instability
since large enough perturbations can cause state shifts, decreasing the stability of the any
one attractor. By concentrating on the local stability of attractors we have ignored this
important aspect of stability. This suggests, however, that alternative stable states, may be
more frequent in within-species modules, which may add a level of complexity in terms
of stability that we have not examined in this study.
Nonetheless, while researchers have postulated that a stage-structured food web
theory may deviate considerably from classical food web theory, we have shown that the
underlying mechanism (i.e., weakening potentially strong and unstable interactions) also
operates in simple stage-structured food web modules. This result potentially occurs
because cohort-driven oscillations, like their C-R counterpart, occur from high growth
rates or strong attack rates, and so any stable interaction that mutes these growth, or
attack rates, also mutes the destabilizing potential of the cohort-driven oscillator. Thus,
where the flow of energy through species interactions mediates species-level module
stability in classical food web theory, we argue that the flow of energy through biomass
transfers in within-species modules has the potential to mediate stability in the same way.
This general result suggests the existence of a powerful synthesis between population and
food web ecology.
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EPILOGUE
There are three main conclusions in this thesis. First, individual behaviour via
resource accessibility scale to population response and whole ecosystem flows of energy
in lake trout food webs (Chapter 1). Second, individual variation in body size mediated
by the available resource spectrum may cause the break-down of the global body size –
density relationship at the population level (Chapter 2). Finally, the within population
properties of maturation and reproduction can redistribute energy away from strong
interactions to weak interactions in populations with ontogenetic diet shifts, in turn
stabilizing the community (Chapter 3).
Species do not respond to their environment, individuals do. This sentiment is
reflected in data collection methods that often take on an individual level focus; however
theory is typically applied at the level of the species. Moreover, patterns tend to break
down as the scale of observation decreases (Levin 1995). This begs us to ask how
individual level data compares to population level data. By examining lake trout habitat
coupling, from both the individual and population levels, the first chapter of my thesis
identified consistencies between population and individual scales and whole ecosystem
flows of energy to the top trophic level. Lake trout respond to their environment by
changing how much they couple into the littoral habitat (Vander Zanden and
Vadeboncoeur 2002, Tunney et al. 2012). When examining 28 lakes across Ontario, we
found that temperature was the most importance factor limiting littoral coupling in lake
trout’s diet and population level habitat use (Chapter 1, Tables 1 and 2). This consistency
between the two scales increases our confidence in the ability of using either metric to
estimate coupling. The presence of an invasive competitor smallmouth bass was
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important for behaviour but not diet, indicating a possible difference between individual
and population level responses to their lake community, and supports combining metrics
when measuring coupling.
Broad scale patterns in the body size - density relationships often break down at local
community scales (White et al. 2007). By examining hypotheses generated at the
population level for how variation in body size may influence the mean body size density relationships, the second chapter of my thesis provides insight into why this
pattern can fail as the observed scale decreases. In populations where resource use is
strongly dependent on body size, the mean body size loses explanatory power. In these
populations, the variability in body size reflects the resource spectrum in their
environment, which necessitates that density, depends on size-specific differences in the
accessibility and availability of their resources.
Jennings and Mackinson (2003) applied their understanding of the relationship
between predator-prey mass ratios and community stability to make predictions regarding
stability and the steepness of the slope for the size-density relationship. The slope of
size-density relationships when altered to include predatory-prey mass ratios and trophic
energy transfer losses, are steeper for smaller predator-prey mass ratios (Jennings and
Mackinson 2003) and smaller predator-prey mass ratios have been found to be
characteristic of more stable environments and longer food chains (Jennings and Warr
2003). The strength of the interaction between a predator and prey is also related to
community stability, where more weak interactions result in stable communities
(McCann et al. 1998). Based on the results from this study, depending on the mean size
of the population, variability in body size will have different implications for stability.
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Variability in body size can either result from a strong interaction (large mean size) or
result in an increase in the number of weak interactions (small mean size). By adapting
the size-density model to include the shifting-gears hypothesis, we may be able to
determine the influence of variability in body size on community stability in future
research.
Size-specific or ontogenetic changes in resource use can also influence
community stability. Depending on their life-history stage species may be predators,
competitors, or even prey of other species in their communities. The final chapter of my
thesis examined the life-history intraguild predation module (LHIGP) where the juvenile
of the predator species competes with the prey of the adult. By changing resource use
through their ontogeny, life-history intraguild predators are able to reallocate energy
through their community in a manner that is similar to an omnivorous predator. By
altering allocation of energy to reproduction and maturation instead of growth, the
predators can move energy away from destabilizing strong interactions, influencing
overall community stability.
As individuals adapt their behaviour to their surroundings, grow, and move
through life-history stages, they in turn affect population dynamics, community stability
and ecosystem function. Understanding these linkages between scales can help us as
ecologists determine the appropriate scale to examine patterns and recognize when these
patterns should break down. Much research has been done on this topic (i.e. Schmitz
2000, Chase and Myers 2011), yet this understanding still eludes us to a large extent and
remains a gap in our ecological knowledge (Agrawal et al. 2007). By scaling from
individual level processes to population and community level dynamics, this thesis
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examined the effect of individual level processes on higher scales. Moving forward,
ecologists should continue challenging artificial boundaries between fields, ecosystems,
and scales; focusing instead on consistencies and linkages between scales.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Lake names, size class, identify number (ID), and northing and easting values
for Chapters 1 and 2.
Lake Name

Size Class (ha)

ID

Northing

Easting

Chapter

Aylen L.

1500-5000

18-2779-50548

5054817

277889

Ch1

Bernard L.

1500-5000

17-6257-50660

5065996

625710

Ch1

Carling L.

500-1500

15-6217-56090

5609009

621670

Ch1

Catchacoma L.

500-1500

17-7116-49585

4958531

711596

Ch1

Cirrus L.

1500-5000

15-5747-53824

5382433

574661

Ch1

Cliff L.

1500-5000

15-4785-55574

5557449

478516

Ch1

Conifer L.

500-1500

15-4270-56011

5601093

426982

Ch1

Dogpaw L.

1500-5000

15-4342-54693

5469289

434242

Ch1

Dryberry L.

5000-250000

15-4395-54864

5486401

439453

Ch1

Factor L.

500-1500

15-5688-53944

5394372

568820

Ch1

Kaiashkons L.

1500-5000

15-4710-54335

5433458

471018

Ch1

Longlegged L.

5000-250000

15-4172-56262

5626231

417225

Ch1

Stormy L.

1500-5000

15-5503-54708

5470792

550256

Ch1

Tadpole L.

500-1500

15-4785-54790

5478973

478463

Ch1

Augite L.

50-500

15-4487-55234

5523430

448671

Ch1&2

Beaverhouse L.

1500-5000

15-5662-53769

5376862

566245

Ch1&2

Bell L.

1500-5000

15-6500-55194

5519434

650012

Ch1&2

Bluffpoint L.

500-1500

15-4725-54467

5446728

472545

Ch1&2

Cecil L.

1500-5000

15-6164-54885

5488450

616383

Ch1&2

Charleston L.

1500-5000

18-4196-49317

4931702

419600

Ch1&2

Confusion L.

500-1500

15-4187-56135

5613542

418654

Ch1&2

Crystal L.

500-1500

15-6263-53964

5396361

626333

Ch1&2

Delaney L.

500-1500

15-4250-55493

5549284

425012

Ch1&2

Eva L.

1500-5000

15-6340-53970

5396972

634026

Ch1&2

Mold L.

5-50

15-5282-55495

5549512

528172

Ch1&2

Pickerel L.

5000-250000

15-6146-53867

5386688

614631

Ch1&2

Rosseau, L.

5000-250000

17-6112-50030

5003024

611189

Ch1&2

Victoria L.

500-1500

15-6048-54975

5497514

604809

Ch1&2

Wapageisi L.

1500-5000

15-5472-54633

5463261

547196

Ch1&2
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Abbess L.

50-500

15-5970-53925

5392533

596962

Ch2

Achigan L.

50-500

16-7134-51997

5199717

713449

Ch2

Agnes L.

1500-5000

15-6228-53450

5344976

622844

Ch2

Argo L.

500-1500

15-5888-53453

5345332

588783

Ch2

Avery L.

50-500

17-4823-52210

5220962

482329

Ch2

Basswood L.

1500-5000

17-3164-51328

5132766

316407

Ch2

Big Island L.

50-500

15-4298-55335

5533496

429834

Ch2

Big Moon L.

500-1500

17-3557-51418

5141961

355692

Ch2

Boumage L.

50-500

17-3914-51928

5192751

391421

Ch2

Burchell L.

500-1500

15-6747-53842

5384248

674749

Ch2

Cassels L.

500-1500

17-5970-52137

5213701

596995

Ch2

Caviar L.

1500-5000

15-4431-54685

5468479

443107

Ch2

Chiblow L.

1500-5000

17-3423-51340

5134049

342310

Ch2

Confederation L.

1500-5000

15-5210-56629

5662870

521037

Ch2

Cross L.

50-500

15-4115-55351

5535126

411503

Ch2

Cry L.

50-500

16-3557-55322

5532166

355650

Ch2

Crystal L.

50-500

18-3065-49990

4999009

306470

Ch2

Daniels L.

1500-5000

15-4399-55286

5528587

439883

Ch2

Donald L.

50-500

17-5370-51830

5183020

536989

Ch2

Emerald L.

500-1500

17-5515-51958

5195815

551526

Ch2

Entwine L.

1500-5000

15-5231-54423

5442323

523079

Ch2

Gong L.

50-500

17-3074-52158

5215846

307441

Ch2

Greenwater L.

1500-5000

15-6904-53837

5383674

690393

Ch2

Grey Trout L.

500-1500

15-5670-54304

5430390

566996

Ch2

Joseph, L.

5000-250000

17-5998-50031

5003112

599769

Ch2

Kahshahpiwi L.

500-1500

15-6126-53450

5344363

612772

Ch2

Kirkpatrick L.

500-1500

17-3400-51692

5169165

339989

Ch2

Larder L.

1500-5000

17-6010-53265

5326480

601015

Ch2

Lawrence L.

1500-5000

15-4729-54570

5457041

472859

Ch2

Little Chiblow L.

500-1500

17-3360-51357

5135698

336001

Ch2

Little Gordon L.

50-500

15-4452-55268

5526770

445191

Ch2

Louisa L.

500-1500

15-6250-53348

5334830

625005

Ch2

Lower Manitou L.

5000-250000

15-5023-54567

5456666

502304

Ch2

Makobe L.

1500-5000

17-5430-52549

5254927

542993

Ch2
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Mameigwess L.

5000-250000

15-5853-54894

5489388

585270

Ch2

Matinenda L.

1500-5000

17-3525-51387

5138703

352540

Ch2

McEwen L.

500-1500

15-6348-53492

5349889

634855

Ch2

Megisan L.

500-1500

17-3090-52347

5234705

309022

Ch2

Mijinemungshing L.

500-1500

16-6718-52845

5284537

671793

Ch2

Nora L.

1500-5000

15-5842-54507

5450669

584195

Ch2

North L.

500-1500

15-6844-53328

5332820

684367

Ch2

Panache, L.

5000-250000

17-4743-51217

5122353

474731

Ch2

Penelope L.

50-500

17-3091-51898

5189837

309123

Ch2

Quirke L.

1500-5000

17-3810-51468

5149433

380866

Ch2

Ranger L.

1500-5000

17-3053-51969

5196945

305262

Ch2

Rawhide L.

500-1500

17-3764-51679

5167875

376428

Ch2

Rawson L.

50-500

17-5330-51961

5196147

532973

Ch2

Redstone L.

500-1500

17-6934-50060

5006017

693425

Ch2

Rowan L.

5000-250000

15-4593-54629

5462931

459302

Ch2

Sarah L.

500-1500

15-6052-53411

5339528

605080

Ch2

Saymo L.

500-1500

17-3086-52062

5206164

308596

Ch2

Shrub L.

500-1500

15-4351-55357

5535747

435103

Ch2

Sturgeon L.

5000-250000

15-6600-55380

5537988

659999

Ch2

Temagami, L.

5000-250000

17-5700-52061

5206067

569979

Ch2

Thunder L.

500-1500

15-5241-55137

5513696

524080

Ch2

Tom L.

50-500

15-4238-55430

5543000

423790

Ch2

Trout L.

5000-250000

15-4784-56717

5671738

478398

Ch2

Trout L.

1500-5000

17-6290-51301

5130132

629008

Ch2

Upper Manitou L.

5000-250000

15-5149-54725

5472497

514852

Ch2

Vista L.

500-1500

15-4943-54343

5434311

494278

Ch2

Walotka L.

50-500

16-3483-54344

5434378

348266

Ch2

Waweig L.

500-1500

16-3500-55543

5554265

349966

Ch2

Weslemkoon L.

1500-5000

18-3085-49890

4989003

308487

Ch2

Winnange L.

1500-5000

15-4495-55118

5511840

449541

Ch2

Wyder L.

50-500

15-3895-55970

5596959

389478

Ch2
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Appendix 2: Supplementary Material for Chapter 3

Supplementary Figure 1: Minima and maxima for a) the resource, b) the consumer,
c) the juvenile predator, and d) the adult predator starting from a food chain module and
moving towards an exploitative competition module as maturation and somatic growth
(m & s) decrease from 1 to 0 for the case starting from a life history intraguild predation
(LHIGP) module with an unstable C-R interaction (Case 2) (Parameter values: r = 1.5, K
= 1, aCR=3, aPC=1, aPR=0.2, bCR=1.5, bPC=1, bPR=1, dC=0.3, dP=0.15)
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Supplementary Figure 2: Minima and maxima for a) the resource, b) the consumer,
c) the juvenile predator, and d) the adult predator starting from a food chain module and
moving towards an exploitative competition module as maturation and somatic growth
(m & s) decrease from 1 to .4 for the case starting from a life history intraguild predation
(LHIGP) module with an unstable P-C interaction (Case 3) (Parameter values: r = 1.5, K
= 1, aCR=3, aPC=1, aPR=0.2, bCR=1.5, bPC=1, bPR=1, dC=0.5, dP=0.1) .
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Supplementary Figure 3: Minima and maxima for a) the resource, b) the consumer,
c) the juvenile predator, and d) the adult predator starting from a food chain module and
moving towards an exploitative competition module as maturation and somatic growth
(m & s) decrease from 1 to .4 for the case starting from a life history intraguild predation
(LHIGP) module with unstable P-C and C-R interactions (Case 4) (Parameter values: r =
1.5, K = 1, aCR=3, aPC=1, aPR=0.2, bCR=1.5, bPC=1, bPR=1, dC=0.3, dP=0.1) .
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